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QUESTION 1

Midsize businesses face common market trends and needs related to different aspects such as workforce 

or cloud communications. 

Which characteristic is an example of a workforce midsize segment trend? 

A. Employees want access to tools to be more self-sufficient. 

B. Employees are requesting company provided mobile devices. 

C. The number of users outside of the office is increasing. 

D. More tech savvy workers are working in the midsize segment. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer wants an Avaya video conferencing solution that can integrate with IP Office. The requirement Is to be
able to conduct a single video conferencing with up to five additional participants to Join remotely using smartphones or
desktop PCs. They have two small board rooms they want to be able to join the video conference. What would be the
least costly solution that will meet their requirements? 

A. A Video Collaboration Solution for IP Office XT endpoint with embedded server 

B. A Video Collaboration Solution for IP Office XT endpoint with embedded server and one IX Collaboration Unit CU360 

C. One SMB9 License for each board room and one IX Collaboration Unit CU360 In each board room 

D. One MCU9 License for each board room and one XT5000 endpoint In each board room 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about the various levels and the file sharing capabilities of Avaya Spaces users? 

A. Only Member level users and above can share files. 

B. Only Owner/Admin level users can share files. 

C. All levels of users can share files. 

D. File sharing is not a capability within Avaya Spaces. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

You are speaking with a customer who has a large multi-site enterprise, and limited IT staff to support a new
communications system. They like the idea of housing the primary call control in a reliable data center, but do not have
such an environment. In their business today. Local survivability is critical as reliable communications is a core function
of their business. Based on these factors, which IP OfficeTM deployment model would meet the customer
requirements? 

A. Private Cloud 

B. Public Cloud 

C. Hybrid Cloud 

D. On-Premise 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has an existing Business Communications Manager (BCM) with Avaya 1220 and 1230 IP Deskphones. The
Account Manager wants to reuse the sets and minimize the cost of the quote. Which statement about reusing existing
sets from a BCM on an IP OfficeTM is true? 

A. The features supported on BCM are the same as the IP Office. 

B. The existing sets will operate the same on the IP Office. 

C. IP Office supports ail BCM sets. 

D. There will be some operational or feature differences. 

Correct Answer: A 
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